
V RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS TO INTERVENE?

(i) Rights and obligations are correlative construets and neither can exist without
the other. One man's right to life is utterly meaningless unless it is matched. by
an obligation borne by ail others flot to kilt hlm. Since the UN came into
existence, the concept of human rights has developed apace because of an
increasing belief i the existence of both hunian rights and the obligations that
give essential meaning to them.

(ài) However, in a responsible society, third parties will also have an obligation to
prevent others violating those rights. Given that 'general principles of law
recognised by civilised nations' are a source of international law, and given
that domestic criminal legal codes invariably generate third party obligations,
it is reasonable to assert that such obligations also exist i iternational law. It
can therefore be argued that rights generate obligations not only to respect the
rights of others but also to protect them from assault by third parties. Article 1
of the Genocide Convention contais such an obligation because it requires
states to take action to prevent thie crime beig committed.

(iii) Since rights and obligations are correlative ternis, logicaily and i strict
jurisprudential ternis, a right by State A to itervene i State B cannot
possibly exist if the basis for it is gross violations of other individual rights i
State B. Those individual rights can only generate correlative obligations. A
state bas an obligation to respect the individual rights of its citizens and i
general ternis, particularly i relation to genocide. Any outside influence
brought to bear must be regarded as a 'third party1 i relation to that iternal
balance of rights and obligations. So the question is: do states generally have
any legitimate reason for intervening to protect the rights of citizens within


